
MAGAZINES ARTICLES

Do you want to practise your reading and learn about global issues, special days and festivals? The articles are written
for intermediate (CEFR level B1) and upper intermediate (CEFR level B2) learners. You will improve your reading
comprehension and develop your vocabulary on a.

The commentary by Duane, however, took the piece to another level. There is no special name for the part of a
magazine article that identifies its author, but as with newspapers, many magazine articles are unsigned. An
article's dateline is the part of the article that identifies the location from which the reporter filed the article.
One reason to understand that headlines are not the same as titles is that a newspaper article reprinted from a
newswire service like the Associated Press will often have completely different headlines, depending on the
newspaper in which it is printed. After the fire has died, you see a community heal by coming together.
Magazine articles often have titles, but not always. For example, in the newspaper article below, we might
interpret the reporter's information differently if the article carried a London or New York dateline.
Simultaneously beautiful and unsentimental, just like the piece. Her comments were sometimes funny,
sometimes wince-inducing, always insightful, and made so clear how fully formed our teens are, even when
we persist in seeing them as children and fail to hear them. And unlike the many writers who transparently
champion one side or another in a fevered debate, Dominus maintained a remarkable sense of fairness and
neutrality. If the article is signed, the author's name can appear beneath the title, or at the end of the article.
The issues raised in this article have enormous implications for everyoneâ€”for researchers continuing to try to
make sense of a complex world, and for the rest of us trying to apply these learnings in the real world. My
own daughter is only 6, but I read that essay already projecting my own moments with her that I know are
coming, just from the way this essay made me feel. Ask a Librarian Introduction When working with
newspapers and magazines, you will likely begin with an article, especially if you are using digitized
newspaper and magazine collections, article indexes, or footnote tracking as strategies for discovering primary
sources. If there is a byline, it can appear in different places--beneath the headline, or sometimes at the end of
the article itself. In Britain, the number of unsigned magazine articles written by now-famous authors was so
great, that scholars in the 20th century tried to provide attribution for as many of these unsigned articles as
possible. The article carved out truly original territory. As the year comes to a close, we asked six editors and
friends of Folio: to weigh in on their picks for the best magazine stories of  Brutal in the way writer Justin
Heckert describes the sheer power, destruction, and terror of a wildfire. The piece took an issue of
extraordinary complexity and made it lively and understandable. Unsigned articles have been conventional
throughout the history of journalism, though less so after the 19th century. That is the power of a great
magazine articleâ€”the form allows for the story to be told as it should be, in all of its heartbreaking
complexity. Exercise for Step 1 For the first part of this tutorial, you will examine two articles from one of the
two groups below. The photography by Tabitha Soren was the visual layer that brought it all together. The part
of a newspaper article that identifies the author or authors is called the byline, which you can see in the
example below. The story was calling me, and I sat down on a park bench to finish it. Sometimes, especially if
the article forms part of a special section, it will be untitled. The piece also had heart.


